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His book nod nod is a fictional book in the role-playing setting White Wolf Game Studio, World of Darkness. It tells the myth of the creation of vampires, the story of Kane's curse, his exile in the Land of Nod, and his words to his descendants, as well as prophecies covering the final fate of the vampire race. A book of nod was actually printed for use as a prop in the game and for
inspiration for story-tellers. [1] [2] [3] Outline The book is divided into three main sections: The Chronicle of Kane: Outlining the Events of Kane's Exile, until the great flood of the Bible. These events include the murder of his brother, the contempt of God's angels, the encounters with Lilith, the murder of other vampires and the establishment of the first city. The Chronicle of
Shadows: A collection of various southern traditions, offering advice and commands, some attributed to Kane &amp; others to the founders of the Tribe. Unlike Kane's Chronicle, these fragments don't form a coherent story. The Chronicle of Secrets: This section offers various harbingers and oens of the coming years end, known to vampires as Gehenna. While the signs of the
end of days are conflicting several powerful themes come through, the most important are the latest generations of vampires, lack of blood due to over overcrowding of hunting grounds and the awakening of Antediluvians, the most ancient of vampires. The Book of Nod came with comments from several Kindred scholars, including Malcavius Aristotle de Laurent and his chille,
Beckett. The book was not supposed to be widely distributed, but was stolen by a rival scholar Ayisha, who wanted it available to all. The nodism in the world of darkness that studies and searches for his book nod is known as nodism, with scholars called Noddists. Officially the Camarilla denies the existence of the ancients, believing their long disappeared, Archons hunting him
and destroying Nodist tradition. Unofficially many Camarilla elders are afraid and preparing for the upcoming Armageddon. Instead, Sabbat actively pursues a mental tradition in the hope of preventing the return of the Antediluvians, considering himself as an army against them. A full version of the book is unknown, although parts of it in various languages are known to exist. The
fragments are widely distributed and well protected, as the secrets they contain may provide clues to the origin and fate of relatives. Finding a full version of his book nod is comparable to finding the Rosetta stone or the Holy Grail. Related works White Wolf released many books containing writing from the Book of Nod. The Erciyes fragments were included for Vampire: The Dark
Ages, along with a backstory detailing the discovery of the Fragments and passing into Giovanni's hands. Revelations of the Dark Mother depicted the story of the first vampires in terms of her Adam's first wife. [4] He referred to the first book as the being who first awakened Caine to his true potential. These books were produced with the intention that individual storytellers could
provide information from them to their players, as the stories require. Several other Vampires: The Masquerade Books contained excerpts of his book Nod. They often clashed with each other, and storytellers were encouraged to add to the chaos, simulating the problems that goddist scholars have to deal with. The Book of Nodtan was allegedly the inspiration that led the
Byzantine priest Prokopios to write the Book of The Bright Blood, the main writing of the Cainite Sect. Reports ^ White Wolf. Casus Belli (in French). 117. Excelsior Publications. December 1998. p. 15. ^ Appelcline, Shannon (2014). Designers &amp; Dragons: The 90s (2nd ed.). Evil Hat Productions. p. 7–52. ISBN 978-1-613170-84-7. ^ McCubbin, Chris (1994-08-01). The Book of
Nod. Pyramid. Steve Jackson Games. Retrieved 2020-04-05. ^ Bassingthwaite, Don (1999). Revelations of the Dark Mother. SF. Retrieved 2020-04-04. Justin Achilli, Vampire: The Disguise (revised version) (White Wolf Game Studio, 1998, ISBN 1-56504-249-2) Sam Chupp and Andrew Greenberg, The Book of Nod (White Wolf Game Studio, 1994, ISBN 1-56504-078-3)
Bassingthwaite, Don (1999). The Website SF Featured Review: Revelations of the Dark Mother. SF. Retrieved 2008-04-19. Valatelli, Monica (2004-09-29). Book of Nod RPG Review. FlamesRising.com. Retrieved 2008-04-19. McCobin, Chris (August 1994). Pyramid Pick: The Book of Nod. Pyramid. Steve Jackson Games. #8. Retrieved 2008-04-19. Retrieved from in: Vampire:
The Disguised Glossary, Cinite Texts Share See also: The Book of Nod (sourcebook) The book of nod is a collection of ancient texts, regarded as sacred to Nodist Cainetes. Overview The Book of Nod consists of multiple concentrations and fragments reassembled by various related scholars, such as Aristotle deLaurent, Beckett and Sasha Vykos. Efforts have been made to draw
these texts into a book, such as the book produced by a dark Georgian publishing house. But, traditionally, the main transmission of Kane's story is oral (through the Sabbat ritae or the narrative among the undeed), while the texts with the most important events in The Cainite's story are largely kept to protect the Cainites. It should be noted that one's personal beliefs aside, texts
and notes that have passed down the ages should be treated with great care. Known for assembling the Chronicles of the Book of Nod include: There are many open questions about the history of the Book of Nod. Its author is unknown, although Malkav, Saulot, and even Caine are often reported to have written parts If not the whole thing. However, he may have had many
writers and editors over the thousands of years since the era of events he describes, raising great doubts about his sincerity. Some consider the entire book to be myths or lies, a vampire story invented to explain their existence or a tool used to mislead others into thinking and acting in a certain way. Adding to these doubts is the fact that many writings attributed to the Book of
Nod are incredibly vague or contradictory, sometimes seeming to be completely misguided - which creates some large (and often violent) schisms of interpretation between noddist groups. The oldest piece of the book dates back to just before sumer's time, around 4500 BC [3] Camarilla has a policy of denouncing nodist lore and persecuting those who spread it. Any pieces of the
Book of Nod or similar texts are either destroyed or quietly hidden away to be studied by sect leaders. Nevertheless, the Book of Nod is still sought by many Kindred in the belief that it possesses truths of vambiric nature and prophecies of the future. A mythical lost book of his book nod, the Lilith Circle,[4] is actually their narrative and document series, most recently assembled as
revelations of the dark mother. Although associated with the Book of Nod, the narrative of Lilith's circle is no more part of the Book of Nod than the Book of Nod is part of the mortal Bible. Kane's Chronicle The Chronicle of Kane includes the following fragments: The First of the Times, The Coming of Lilith, Magick Lilith, Kane's Temptation, Zillah's Story, The History of Crone, and
the History of the First City. Although Kane identifies with Cain mentioned in the Book of Genesis, these Stories should not be comparatively accurate with the standard biblical rule. In his own words, Kane mentions what his motives were that led to his curse, giving his personal views on the events that surrounded the days after the Fall of Man, and the story of being the Dark
Father. [5] In the first of times, Cain explains that he sacrificed his brother, Abel, out of love. His father threw Cain out to wander in the dark in Nod Land. In Lilith's Coming, Cain expresses his sadness at being left in the dark, cold and hungry. He then enters Lilith, who tells Cain that she was Adam's first wife, the original wife of his father. She takes him in and cares about Cain. In
Lilith's Magic, Kane wishes to have the gifts of the power lilith has. After some perseverance, the reluctant Lilith begins the wake-up call by cutting herself with a knife and bleeding in a bowl to drink. Kane's involved. In Kane's Temptation, Cain visits three angels who are agents of God. Every angel offers Cain a chance to repent of Abel's murder. Rejecting Archangel Michael, Cain
and his children. of his. cursed with a weakness in fire. By rejecting Raphael, Cain and his children are cursed with vulnerability to sunlight. By rejecting Urrell, Cain and his children are cursed with the Beast inside for a thirst of blood. A fourth angel then appears, the one who is Gabriel. This angel offers golconda, the only way to light from God's mercy. After this experience, Kane
is now officially Awakened having the following powers: Celery, Potente, Fortitude, Obfuscate, Dominate, Presence, Protean, Zoon, and Auspex. Kane then becomes aware of the Blood Trail, the Final Path from which he goes back and forth on all paths. And with all these powers, he leaves Lilith. In Zillah's story, Kane falls in love with Zillah and tries to marry her. He's doing
everything he can to make him want him, but he wouldn't have him. Kane gets so frustrated, he cries in his hair. Eventually he seeks the magic of Crone, who eventually deceives him into a blood bond. This discovery of the blood bond is what finally binds Zillah to Kane so that he can get her to marry him. In Crone's story, the blood bond that has Kane tied to Crone has him in her
job. After a year of complying and avoiding her blood, she asked Crone how to be more powerful than his childer, for fear that they might take over. This investigation was really part of a plan to use this information against her. It provides him with a weapon of live gopher wood and explains how to use it. After accepting the gun, Kane stabs her in the heart with it, breaking the
blood bond. In the history of the first city, Kane expresses loneliness for an egg. He seeks to be with mortals again, and finds a city inhabited by seth's children. They accept him as king and rule for some time, and he still feels alone in his power. A young man named Enoch begs to be Kane's son. Despite Urrell's warning about his childhood, Kane embraces Enach, his first child.
Kane then proclaims that this First City is known as the City of Enach. Enoch's new childe then begs for Kindred brothers. Kane agrees, and he's embraced Iran and Zila. They, in turn, create more offspring. For fear of spreading his curse, Kane's orders not to become another child. They obey and the city prospers for centuries, becoming a great empire. Then the Flood came and
destroyed the city of Enach and all the children of Seth. Kane was so upset, he disappeared. His surviving child glyph and grandson searched for him, and when they found him, Kane told them to leave. to care for themselves, a Great War followed with thirteen Antediluvians killing their elders: Enoch, Irad and Zillah. When Kane found out what happened, he sought out the
Adedilurians. They had rebuilt a new city known as the Second City and produced another generation of vampires. Unbeknownst to the Adediluvians, Dark Father Kane cursed cursed with the characteristic weaknesses of each race. Eventually the city is in constant state of war, dies, and the Kindred diaspora. The story ends with a prophecy of a Last City, the City of Gehenna.
The Chronicle of Shadows The Chronicle of Shadows is a collection of pieces and fragments discussed to be even part of the Book of Nod. There are analysts who claim that this section was diluted by Carthage scholars and writers, who took poetic permission to write Kane Laws. It has even been said that the Chronicle of Shadows is simply a collection of propaganda created by
Camarilla to support his tyrannical reign. While some believe this is an elaborate farce of Malcavius, others believe that these texts came straight from the Dark Father himself, especially the thirteen commandments given on authentic aged tablets. [6] The Chronicle of Secrets The Chronicle of Secrets is the shortest collection of the three Chronicles. It contains prophecies and
visions of an event called Gehenna. It seems to some that the concerns of this event have passed down the generation to the generation and have caused a ripple of paranoia and fear that continue to resonate through the Cainites and the Canaille. [7] Camarilla would prefer to see these texts burn. Cainite Eschatology Gallery Add a photo to this collection Vampire References:
The disguised glossary Cairite Texts Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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